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An investigation was conducted to experimentally quantify the interaction of 
particulates with the fuel-rich plume flov.field typical for solid propellant rocket motors. 
This was done in order to optimize enhanced mixing devices or chemical-additive addition 
for afterbuming suppression. Laser shed flow visualization, sOlmd spectra 
measurernenl~, plume thennal images and particle size distribution mea<;urements were 
utilized with reacting and non-reacting gaseous plumes and with the plumes from highly 
aluminized propellant and minimwn smoke propellant. Several devices were evaluated for 
their effectiveness in providing increased mixing in the supersonic shear layer. It was 
found that the generation of axial vortices in the supersonic shear layers at the nozzle exit 
of rocket motors operating with characteristically high e!cit Mach numbers WId high 
temperatures can enhance the mixing rates and affect the afterburning. The pre~ence of 
large quantities of particulates hoth in the shear layer and in the plume core appears to 
significantly ehange the resul\.'; obtained using enhanced mixing devices. Ini tial re~ults 
with a ramp nozzle indicate that t:nhanced large-scale mixing can be provided in the 
presence of high particulate loadings in the plume. 
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I. INJRODUcrION 
Solid roeht propellants run generally fuel rich in order to maximize specific 
impulse. When the fuel rich propellant is hurned large quantities of H2 and CO are often 
produced in the exhaust plwnc. The extent to which the fuel in the exhaust plwne can 
react with the ambienl oxygen to produce afh::rburning depends upon the mixing fate of 
the plwnc with the environment, the altimde, the scale of the turbulence and possibly on 
the size distribution, surface characteristics and temperature of the exhaust particulate 
(which can both change the plwne \vave structure and act as ignition sources). Large solid 
rocket motors usually use aluminized propellants to increase performance. During 
combustion this fuel is oxidized into aluminwn oxide. The aluminum oxide particles 
which exit the ncale usually have a bi-modal or tri-modal 5ize distrihution [Refs. I & 21 
The smaller particles «I !l) are distrihuted almost uniformly throughout the phune. 
However, the larger particles (2 - 30~i) arc con(;cntrah..-d increasingly toward the plwne 
centerline as their sizes incrcase because they cannot track the gas flow through the rapid 
turning at the nozzle throat. Some solid rocket molors which arc uscd in tactical military 
applications have highly metallized propellants. Other tactical motors use propellants 
which reduct." primary smoke. They generally have small amounts of condensed plume 
particulate from the addition to the propellant of stability additives and/or ballistic 
modifiers. 
The particles ean affect the plume thermal field [Refs 1& 3J in various ways 
depending upon the altitude, particle optical properties, the numocr density of the 
particles, the size distribution of the particles, the degree to which the particles arl: not in 
thennal equilibriwll with the gases and the composition of the surrounding gases. Some 
specific cffl:cts ofparticlcs can be: (I) direct radiation from the particlcs, not only from 
the larger hot particles \vltich are not in thermal equilihrium with the gases but also from 
smaller particlcs if supercooling prcvents rapid solidification, (2) absorption and 
scattering of radiation from the gases, (3) scattering of radiation from the nozzle thrOat 
(searchlight effect) and (4) ignition sources for aftcrburning. In addition, ltigh particle 
loadings have been shown theoretically to aff<::ct the plume near-field gas flow [Ref. 3] 
Wave processes are dampened and this change in the shock/expansion wave structure am 
change the shape and kngth of the mixing layer. 
Ibe extent of afterburning in plwncs can also be cffected by the presence of 
chemical additivcs andlor the use of controlled mi'cing of the plwnc with the amhieIll air. 
The former has bl:cn attemptcd through the USI: of potassium salts in the casc of double-
basI: propellants [Ref. 4J. The lattcr has bl:cn accomplishl:d using a varil:!y of techniques, 
scalloped (pctal) nozzles [Rcf. 5], cOlmterflowing nozzles [Rcf. 6J, ramps and wedge 
cutting of conical nozzles 1 Ref. 7], small rods [Ref. 8] or tabs l Kef" .. ; & 10 J inscrtcd into 
the supersonic nozzle flow at the exit of the noale, and acoustic excitation based on 
flow-induced cavity resonance [Ref. 11]. The afterburning iptensity can be increased or 
decrcased depending on Ihl: physical mechanism present. In the prcscnce of largl:-scale 
cold flow entrainml:nt a fl:duction in intl:nsity appears to be a consequence of quenching. 
An incrcasl: in intcnsity appcars 10 stcm from improvl:d fine -scale mixing [Ref 12]. 
The balance between the competing physical mechanisms of large-scale and fine-
scale mixing can be affected by controlling/tailoring the mixing rates of supersonic shear 
layers to rapidly cool the plume using large-scale vorticcs while at the same time 
preventing fmc-scale mixing of fue l and oxygen, thus reducing the extent of afterbuming. 
To date, studies of these controlled mixing techniques have been accomplished with gases 
or with gases in the presence of submicron panicles such as SOOI. The current status of 
mixing enhancement in supersonic free shear flows has recently been reviewed by 
Gutmark, Schadow and Yu [Ref. 131. Many of the techniques reviewed are not practical 
for typical exhaust nozzle conditions of solid-propellant rocket motors. For tactical 
motors Me= 2-4, exit pressures arc typically 1-3 atm, temperatures higher than 2500 K 
can exist and high concentrations of condensed particulate can be present. It should also 
be noted that current CFD codes are not capable of accurately predicting the effects of the 
controlled mixing techniques. 
Most efforts to date have concentrated on the effects of the gas flow on the 
particles rather than vice-versa. The theoretical work of Kennedy and Kollman [Ref. 14] 
has shown that Nrbulent shear stresses have negligible impact on the prediction of the 
rate of dispersion of particles. The expected effect of fluid motion on the particle 
behavior is generally determined by the magnitude of thc Stokes nwnber (S,) (Refs. IS & 
16], a ratio of a particle inertial time scale to a fluid eddy time scale. According to Glawe 
and Samimy [Ref. 16], when $,« 1 the particles follow the fluid motiOIl. With S,,,, I 
particles are trapped by the vortices and can be dispersed more than the fluid For 5,» I 
particles flow independent of fluid motion. Glawe and Samimy have also shown that 
ineompres~ible flow~ or low compressibility in mixing layers can better entrain and 
disperse particlcs. At modcrately high convective Mach nwnbers (c.g., 0.86) particles 
Wt:fC obst:rvt:d to be unaffected by tht: largt: scale, 3-D structure of the fluid. From 
another viewpoint, Dash [Ref. 3] and others have used the plwne codes to show that high 
concentrations of particulates which an: not in cquilibriwn with tht: gas can significantly 
changt: tlle plwnc flowfic1d and thcnnal structurc. 
In the context of the present discussion a question that arises is whether or not the 
panicle size distributions present in the plume v.ill change the plume wave structure and 
thenna! field and/or the mixing proct:ss induced by t:nhancoo mixing devices. A st:cond 
question is whether the large hot particles in the central region of tht: plumt:, which are 
little effected by the shear layer mixing, can cause afterbuming ignition when the enhanced 
mixing devices would othe!"V.Iise prohibit/reduce its occurrence. Both of these eftect~ 
would require that the design of enhanced mixing devices be tailored to account for the 
presence of the particulate. 
The overall objective of the effort at the Naval Postgraduate School is to 
experimentally quantify the interaction of particulatt:s with a fuel-rich-plume tlowfield 
typical for solid-propcllant rocket motors in ordcr to optimize enhanced mixing devices or 
chemical <Idditive addition for aftcrbuming supprt:ssion. This initial effort has been 
directed at dett:rmining whethcr or not plwne particulates under typical rocket motor 
nozzle exit conditions can change the results obtained from devices used for enhanced 
mixing in supersonic shear layers which have been reported successful in gaseoll~ plumes 
for reducing the extent of afterbuming. 

ll. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
In this smdy three types of devices for enhanced mixing of supersonic flow were 
considered, tabs in the flow at the n07.zle exit plane, annular cavities placed at the exit 
plane, and contoured ramps placed in the nozzle. initially only the labs and the cavities 
were investigated. The effectiveness of these devices for significantly changing the extent 
of after bur ning was first evaluated by exhausting hot, fuel rich, supersonic gaseous flows 
into the aunosphcre and nxoroing the plume kmpl:rature distribution using a thennal 
imaging cruncra Those devices found to be most effective for changing the afierburning 
behavior were then subjected to laser-sheet How visualization in non-reacting flows to 
I;.':xanllnC the resulting effects on mixing and/or jet spreading rate. Thl;.': noise spectrum 
produced by each device was also rr:cordl:d. Finally, tbe devices found to producc the 
largcst change in afterburning wefe used in an exhaust noale of a solid-propellant rockct 
motor, using both aluminized and minimum smoke solid-propellant to delennine the 
plwnc particulate effects on thc mixing process/afterbuming Subse'lucntly, the 
contoured ramps were investigated using the laser sheet flow visualization and motor 
firings. 
The laser shect used for flow visualization was provided by an 8 waU argon-ion 
laser as shown in Figure I. l bc time averaged cffccts of the mixing devices wcn:: obscrved 
using a Nikon F-801S camera with 1600 ASA color film and a Xybion ISG -3 50, 
electronically gated, intensified CCD video camera. The noise spectra wcre measured 
using a Larson-Davis Laboratories Model 2530 microphone and preamplifier and recordcd 
at a sampling rate of 1 MHz. The data amdysis capabilities of the VIE\VDAC PC 
soflware were utilized to produce the power spectra. 
For rea\:ting flow measurements (gases and solid-propellant motors) the 
afterburning characteristics \vere recorded using an AGEMA 870 thermal imaging camera 
with a wavelength band of 3.5-5.0~. The panicle size distributions were made with a 
Malvern 2600 panicle analyzer with a 100mm Fourier transfer lens. 
me motor geometry was similar for all phases of the investigation. A small 
(5.1em ID) solid-propellant workhorse motor ca~e was modified to permit gaseous 
injection and to provide an ignition source as shown in Figure 2. For flow visualization 
with the laser sheet, ethanol was injected into the hydrogen port witb.3 tube atomizer and 
air was injected into the nitrogen port. When operated as a solid-prope!1ant motor an 
internally and one-end-burning grain was utilized for most tests as shown in Figure 3 
One test was conducted using an end-bwning geometry. rhe propellant characteristics 
are given in Tahle 1 
Propellant PS-L X 
Nominal Composition AP70% AP82% 
1\120% R45M 11% 
I-ITPB 10% RDX4% 
Dioctyl Adipate 2% 
ZrC 1% 
Dt:nsity (gmJcc) \.84 1.73 
C' (mJs) 1557 1526 
::(cmls) 0.541 Pc(MPa)o.m 0.048 PcClvIPa)O.248 
3.15 2.14 
T,(K) 2755 219K 
1.12 1.14 
u.(m/s) 223 1 1946 
1.33 1.31 
4.00 2.31 
Pc (MPa) 0.119 0.143 
Table I Sohd Rocket Motor Propellant Charactcnsllcs for Standard Nozzles Wllh and 
Without Exit Tabs and Cavities 
Taeti(.;al motors often ust: undt:rexpandt:d t:xhaust nozzlt: flow. I-Iowt:ver, large 
boosters operate under a changing expansion condition, including ideal expallsion. In 
addition, the cavity devices used by Yu and Sehadow had ideally exp,Ulded flows [Ref. 
11]. For this reason, the present investigation was initiated using ideally expanded flows. 
Solid-propellant rocket moto~s~alL)I---Op"~-Irt-----mgtr ··pressures For realistic 
combustion and nozzle flow the chamber pressure should be ~ 2 MPa Expanding lO 
atmospheric pressure thcrefore results in h.igher exit Mach numbers than reported hy Yu 
and Sehadow in their investigation of cavity-cxcilt:d vortex erulf1.ncement [Ref. 11]. 
The fuel-rich, high temperantrc exhaust gases were produced using the 
characteristics shown in Table 2. The nozzle exhaust was into static air (U. = 0). 
Assuming no shocks in the shear layer permits the convective Mach number to be 




U = convection velocity oflar e scale vortices; Ua = 0 rRcf. 11 . 
Table 2. Fuel-Rich Exhaust Gas Characteristics (H2' O2• N2). 
2.09 
The 3600 cavities used in an attempt to enhancc the shear layer followed the 
work perfonned by Yu and Schadow [Refs. 11 & 13]. Using a Strouhal number of 
approximately 0.5 (StD = f dAI.) yields the preferred mode frequency. Thc cavity 
geometries shown in Figure 4 wcrc utilized in an attempt to produce thc desired 
frequcnciio:S. 
The tabs employed at the exhaust plume were scaled using the results reported by 
Ahuja and Brown [Ref. &] and are shown in Figure 5. The contoured ramp nozzle is 
shown in Figun:: 6 
10 
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Figurc 2. Schcmatic of Test Motor 
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Thin tabs W",O 48 mm 
Thick tabs:W=1.58 mm 
Figure 5. Schematic of Exhaust Tabs 
Figure 6. Sch~Dlatic of Contoured Ramp Nozzle 
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Ill. DISCUSSION ~'1D RESULTS 
A. Il\'VESTIGATION OF NOZZLE EXIT TARS AND CA \tlTIES 
The reacting gas flows showed that only one of the devices investigaled was 
capable of significantly changing the afterbuming characteristics under the motor 
operating conditions employed, the thick (1.58 mm) tabs located 1800 opposed at the 
nozzle exit. Long exposure la~er sheet photographs are presented in Figure 7 which show 
that the thick tabs increased the rale of mixing and jet spreadmg. Laser sheet photographs 
of thin tabs and cavities as seen in Figure 8 showed no significant effects on the plume. 
Detailed plume structure cannot be seen in these figures due to the time averaged effects 
resulting from the slow shutter speed of the conventional film camera. An attempt was 
made to obtain images of the plUmes through the use of the Xybion camcra which has an 
electronically gated shutter. It was detemlined that the cxisting laser light source did not 
have sufficient intensity to provide illumination at the short exposure times required. 
Thermal images shown in Figures 9 & 10 also illustrate the increa~e in the rate of mixing 
and jet spreading obtained with the thick tabs. Figure 11 shows the average (from two 
representative thermal images) plume centerline temperature profiles, assuming an 
effective emissivity of 0.1. These figures show that the axial vortices gem:rated by the 
tahs increased the mixing rate, whil:h in turn resulted in both an increased maximum 
temperature and a peak centerline temperature further upstream. The tabs shifted the 
peak temperdture position from approximately 27 do to approximately 20 d,. However, 
15 
the total radiation from the plumes were not significantly different. Thus, the tabs 
enhanced the fine-scale mixing without providing adequate large-scale vonices for 
quenching. The plume centerline temperarure profile in Figure II indicates the possihle 
existence of a shock immediatdy dovfflstream from the nozzle exit plane when the tabs 
were present. Another interesting result from the themJaI images was that the 
afterbuming was unsteady for flows with and without the tahs. The fluctuations in 
afterbuming occurred at a very low frequency of approximately 5 Hz. It is nO! clear at 
this point whether this was a plume generated phenomena, a result of the unstcady 
flow/interaction characteristics within the side-dump combustor or a result of motor 
body, motor base and plume interactions. 
A tot.1.1 of 7 cavities were investigated to detennine if large scale mixing could be 
generated by acoustic resonancc. Each cavity was affixed to the test motor at the exit 
plane of the standard nozzle. Initially, cavities A through E as shown in Figure 4 were 
analyzed. Analysis of laser sheet flow and thennal images revealed some fine-scale mixing 
effects but no large-scale mixing. In order to rl-duce the effect of the cavit), lip on the 
expanding plume a cavity device was modified to enlarge the dO\~llstream orifice. Despite 
this modifi(;.3tion no large-scale mixing effects "vere noted. 
In addition, the sound recordings takcn during the non-reacting gas experiments 
showed that no dominant fi-equeneies were produced hy the cavities, a result consistent 
with the plume thmnal images. This was not unexpected since as convective Mach 
16 
number increases the jets become more stable with the suppression of the vortex pairing 
process. The compressible shear layers also exhibit much reduced spreading rates 
In order to dctennine if the presence of particulate matter in the plume could 
affect the shear layer mixing and/or the augmented mixing generated by the t<'l.bs in gaseous 
flows , motor fIrings were conducted using a highly-ahuninized propellant (PS-I), and a 
minimum-smoke propdlant (X). R1.UlS were made with and without tabs. Peak 
combustion chamber pressures for all runs were between 1.86 and 2.00 MPa (270-290 
psia). A representative pressure-time trace is shoviTJ in Figure 12. Post-firing 
examination of the labs used for both propellants revealed erosion on their upstream 
surfaces, but the tab height and downstream cross-sections were not deteriorated. 
For the PS-l propellant fIrings approximately 38% of the mass exiting the nozzle 
was contained in conden>.ed particulate. Malvern measurements [Ref. 17J across the 
plume, as seen in Fih'UfC 13, showed that most of the volume (mass) of the panieulale 
was in particles \\~th diameters between 4 and 5.5!J.. However, practically all of the 
number of particles had diameters smaller than 1.9 J.l . Particles larger than approximately 
4 [l can be expected to be concentrated along the center of the plume in a cylinder with a 
diameter approximately that of the throat diameter. This results from the larger particles 
being unable to make the turn with the gas through the nOZ7Je throat. However, the small 
particles «1[1) will follow the gas flow quite well in the supersonic flow and be 
distributed nearly uniformly throughout the plume. These small particks \vill be present 
in the supersonic shear layer at the nozzle exit plane. Utilizing the measured particle 
17 
sizes, calculated convective velocities in the shear layer and estimates of the shear layer 
thickness as provided by Yu and Schadow [Ref. 12 & 13], values of the Stokes number 
range trom 0.4 - 21. Thus, the path of the particulates within the mixing layer are 
expected to be affected by the presence of any large scale vortices introduced lUlder 
typical rocket motor nozzle conditions. The high concentrations of particulate which are 
not in equilibriwn with the gases are also expc~ted to affect the flow structure and thennal 
field in the plume. 
The plume temperature profiles for the highly ahuninizcd propellant (Figure 14) 
and thennal images (Figures 15 & 16) indicated that the tabs did not shift the peak 
temperature upstream or increase the peak temperature from afterbuming as they did for 
the particle tree exhaust flow. In fact, significant afierburning was not evident. This may 
have been a result of the motor firings having an equivalence ratio of 1.33 vs. 2.0 for the 
gaseous flow (although exhaust temperature was much higher for the motor fuing), or the 
plume radiation may have lx:en dominated by the particles. In either case it is apparent 
from these tests that devices effective for ehanging the mixing rates and afkrburning in 
supersonic gaseous flows may not be effective when large quantities of particles are 
present In a further attempt to quantify the effects of the tabs, a single thick tab 
was placed at the exit plane of a standard nozzle at the 12 o'clock position, as shown in 
Figure 17, in order to obtain laser sheet flow visualization photographs of the tah and no 
tabs conditions simultaneously . Due to the time averaged dfects caused by the relatively 
18 
long exposure time of the film camera it was difficult to ascertain if the tab had a 
significant effect onjet spreading in Figure 18. 
Propellant X, a minimum smoke propellant, was used in fuings "'ith and without 
tabs to detenninc if the these devices would be effective in changing mOOng and 
afterbuming in the exhaust plume. As seen in Figure 19, the presence of tabs 
corresponded with a slight shift in the location of the peak centerline plume temperature 
as compared with the standard nozzle. This result was not as pronounced as that 
encountered in the reacting ga~ flow experiment. Overall shape of thc centerline peak 
temperature plot reveals a rapid drop in temperature in both cases Analysis of the 
results of these firings, which OCCUlTed at an equivalence ratio of 1.31, indicates a weak 
afterbuming condition existed. At this equivalence ratio it is possible that exhaust plume 
cooling found under normal exhaust flow conditions existed. Figure 20 shows that the 
panicle volume (mass) distribution was in particles with diameters of <2 to 20 .LL and all 
thc number of particlcs were smaller than 4 11. 1t should be noted that Malvern data 
derived from firings of a zirconium carbide propellant can be inconsistent from firings of 
an aluminized propellant. Analysis of the combustion and exhaust temperatures 
encountered with this propellant indicates that the zirconium carbide particles in the 
propellant may not have been completely oxidized. Thus, some of the non-spherical ZrC 
panicles may have been present in the plume. These non-spherical particles would cause 
the particle sizing results from the Malvern observations to be inaccurate 
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B. I!>.'VESTlGATlON OF COl"TOURED RAMP NOZZLE 
An existing nozzle was modified in order to create contoured ramps in the nozzle. 
The ramps begin at the nozzle throat and protrude into the nozzle fomIing a cruciform 
shaped orifice at the exit plane. The exit area ralio of the original nozzle was 2.86 and 
after modification was reduced to 1.85, resulting in underexpandcd nozzle flow as shown 
in Table 3. In the firings involving propellant X, an end burning grain configuration was 
used in order to achieve ncar ideal nozzle expansion conditions. 
P, d. d, M, T, 
MPa MPa K 
PS-I 2.69 0.403 0.5 1 0.94 1.33 1.94 3028 1.12 
x 1.03 0.148 0.51 0.94 1.31 1.95 2316 l.l4 
Tahle 3. Noule Extt CondlilOns Wah Contoured Ramp N07.zie 
The la;;er sheet photograph of the contourt:d ramp nozzle in Figure 21 in oon-
reacting flows shows a rate of mixing and jet spreading similar to that encountered with 
the opposed thick tabs. The contoured ramp nozzle was used in a firing with aluminized 
propellant in a radial burning grain configuration The exhaust plWlle centerline 
temperature protile in Figure 22 had a distinct maximum at approximately 10 exit 
diameters, simi lar to the profile obtained previously for the thick tabs with the minimum 
smoke X propellant (Figure 19). This was, however, different from the PS-l propellant 
results with thick tabs (Fih'lU"e 14). In addition, the plume centerline temperatures for the 
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ramp noule were much lower, even though the exhaust temperature was much higher. 
The corresponding lheffilal image in Figure 23 also shows a shonened plwne, similar to 
that obtained in the nUlS for the fud-rich gases with the thick tabs. The contoured ramp 
nozzle sho\vs significant promise for enhanced large-scale mixing in the presencc of high 
particulate loadings. However, the increased effectiveness may have been due in pan to 
the lower exit Mach numbers. Tests are required using the contoured ramp nozzle with 
larger nozzle area ratios to validate these initial results. 
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FigUH' 7. l.aser Sheet Flow Visu:dil.ation of Non- Reacting Flows With and 
Without E nh anced Mixing Devices 
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Figure 11. Exhaust Plume Centerline Temperature Profile5 rrom Fuel-Rich 
Ga£ Com bustion (emiss ivity = 0.1) 
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Figure 14. Exhaust l'lume Centerline T emperature I'rofil es from Solid Rocket 
Motor Firings Us ing PS·l Propellant (emissivity = 0.1) 
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Figure 16. Therrnallmage of Plume From Solid Rocket Motor Using Thick Tabs 
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Figure 17. Photograph of Motor Nozzle with One Thick Tab Installed 
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Figure HI. Laser Sheet l<"low Visual ization Photographs of Non-Reacting Flows 
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I; igure 19, Exhaust Plume Cent('rline TClllllcraturc P.'ofilcs from Solid Rocket 
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Figure 20. Particle Size Distribution X Propellant in Plume 
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Figure 21. Lase!" Sheet F low Visu aliza t ion Photographs of Son-Reacting Flows 
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l<igure 22. E):haust Plume Centerline TCIIII)Cratllre Profile for Solid Rocket 
Mo lor and Contoured Ramp Nozzle Using PS-l Propelhwt (emissivity == 0.1) 
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Figure 23. Thermal Image of Plume of Solid Roekel Motor 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I'he gcmTation of axial vortices in the supersonic shear layers al the nozzle exit of 
rocket motors operating with characteristical!y high exit Mach munbers and high 
temperatures can enhance the mixing rates and affect the afterburning for propc!lant flow. 
For example, jet vanes used for thrust vector control in tactical motors that utilize N ATO 
class AA propellants ("smokeless") could possibly be shape-optimized to also S\lppreSS 
afterburning. However, initial data have shown that the presence of large quantities of 
particulate hoth in the shear layer and plwne core may significantly change the plwne 
thermal field and the results obtained using enhanced mixing devices. The contoured ramp 
nozzle shows promise for providing enhanced large-scale mixing in the presence of high 
particulate loadings, hut funher testing is required for validation of the initial findings. 
To continue the investigation into the design of devices for providing enhanced 
mixinglafterhurning suppn:ssion in rocket motor plumes the following arc n:commended: 
1 Increase laser light source intensity to allow high speed photographs of at least 
1/10000 second shutter speed to capnu:e the detailed phune stmeture. 
2. Obtain simultaneous measurements of pressure and temperature fluctuations with 
temperature fluctua tion measurements in the plume to isolate the source of the 
Wlstcady afu:rbuming. 
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3. Optimize the shapes of the enhanced mixing devices using both highJy-aluminized 
and minimmTI smoke propellants to produce desired afterbuming effects 
4 Conduct additional investigations to fully characterize the zirconium carbide 
particulates in the plume of minimum smoke propellants. 
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